
Since 1980, Everlasting Fence Company has 
been providing customers with the best 
products in the industry and a level of service 
matched by none. Through intense product 
research and annual training, our salesman and 
installation teams can help you accomplish your 
fencing and overall outdoor design goals.  

and can be quite versatile. We tend to stick build 
these panels, which means we assemble the 
loose boards on-site, so we can adjust to grade 

property. Western Red Cedar is lightweight and 
stable, so it is less prone to warping and 
twisting, which is why we highly recommend 
using it for horizontal designed fences. With an 
array of board widths to choose from and 
spacings, these fences can truly be built to the 

simple design found online.

Wood: Western Red Cedar (WRC) 

Spacing: Ranges, but standard spacings are 
solid, ¼”, ½”, ¾” or 1” spaced

Pickets: 1” x 2” (actual ¾” x 1 ½”) 1” x 4” (actual ¾” 
x 3 ½”) or 1” x 6” (actual ¾” x 5 ½”)

Heights: 36”, 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”, 72” or 96”

Pool Code: 48” high and up 

Posts: PT 4” x 4” (actual 3 1/2” x 3 1/2”) set on 6’ 
centers are standard, but 5” x 5” and 6” x 6” are 
available

*Above represents standard dimensions, but all 
fences can be customized.
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1”x6” Standard Installation Custom IPE Lumber In Between Black
Square Pipe

Horizontal Shadowbox

1”x6” Horizontal
Between Posts

Solid Horizontal with 
Accent Topper

Spaced Horizontal Horizontal IPE Accents

Horizontal Standard Install 1”x4” Spaced Between Posts Between Posts
Flush to Front

Customized Horizontal
with Header

Standard Installation

Between Posts

On Pipe

Boards are attached to the face of the posts and 
capped with a vertical board to hide the seams.

Boards are attached to a vertical 2x2 that is 
screwed into the posts. The boards can sit �ush 

with the face of the posts or be recessed and 
sandwiched with 2x2’s on either side.

Boards can be attached to square pipe or round 
pipe. Both standard and between post installa-

tions are available.

ARBOR DESIGN CAP TWO TIER CAPFEDERAL CAPHORIZONTAL FENCES CAN
BE INSTALLED WITH POST CAPS
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As a member of the American Fence Association, we continue to pursue 
excellence and will endeavor to be recognized for our unique ability to 

combine quality of design and workmanship with the desires and aspirations 
of our customers.    

Everlasting Fence Company is your source for 
Horizontal Fence Projects 
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